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What are lighting zones?

What is single zone lighting control?

What VEW lighting control options are there for single 
zone?
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Lighting zones simply mean the areas of light you wish to use together. Zones allow you to control more than one 
light or lighting area at the same time, meaning you don’t have to go around individually controlling each light 
separately.

Single zone lighting control just means the ability to control lighting in one area. For example, if you have multiple 
areas of lighting in a kitchen but would be satisfied with controlling and dimming all the lights together, you can 
use single zone lighting control.

There are 3 options for controlling single zone lighting and it all depends on the type of lights that you are installing
into your space.
The Set Single (K30-2011SC) is a single colour remote system that can control and dim single colour lighting. 
All lights in the zone will need to be plugged back into the same system so you will have to install the required 
products in one specific area.
The Set CCT (K30-2011CCT) is a dual colour remote system, meaning that you can use it to control CCT 
(changeable colour temperature) products with it. With this remote control you are able to control, dim and alter (changeable colour temperature) products with it. With this remote control you are able to control, dim and alter 
the colour temperature of you CCT lighting. As with the Set Single, to install the system you would need to be able 
to run all the lights in the zone to the system so there cannot be breaks in your wiring.
The Set RGB (K30-2011RGB) controls RGB lighting in a single zone. Using this system allows you to control, 
dim and change the colour of your RGB lighting. Again, the install this you would need to be able to run all the 
lights in the zone to the system so there cannot be breaks in your wiring.
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